Sea Kayaking in Chile:
Sea Kayak Chile's Isle of Myth & Monsters - Chiloe
Archipelago
Immerse yourself in the fascinating, cultural experience of
Chiloe Island as we sea kayak silently through the
mysterious byways of this archipelago, where Spain once
maintained it's last stronghold of colonial power in South
America.
ITINERARY:
Day 1: Arrival and Introductions to Dalcahue
Our Patagonia sea kayak representative meets you upon your arrival to Castro
on the Island of Chiloe, prior to 12:00 pm. Introductions are interchanged as
you sit down for lunch in a typical restaurant at the port. After a visit to the
handicraft market, we depart for our Sea Kayaking Lodge, near the town of
Dalcahue. For the rest of the afternoon we have kayak instruction and practice in
the smooth waters of the Dalcahue Channel. After dinner and a relaxing bath in
a wood-fired hot tub, we spend the night at our Sea Kayaking Lodge.
Day 2: Sea Kayaking - Dalcahue and Mechuque Island
This morning we sea kayak Chile's Dalcahue channel to the town of San Javier in
Quinchao Island or, depending on the tides, to Curaco de Vélez. Lunch will be
offered prior to boarding the ferry to for Mechuque Island. On arrival, we check
into our guest house, then take a walking tour through the village. We cross the
picturesque foot bridge over the inlet, and trek up to the vista point on the hill
to view other nearby islands of the Chauques group. From here we will get a
view of tomorrow's sea kayak Chile day.
Day 3: Sea Kayaking - Chauques Islands

Today we start early for a full day of sea kayaking among the islands of
Añihué, Taucolón, and Voigüe. At noon we find a quiet spot for a picnic
lunch. Trekking options around these islands are possible. In the evening,
the Mechuque guesthouse treats us to a succulent curanto clambake,
Chiloe's most traditional dish. This is Chile sea kayaking at its best!

Day 4: Departure
After an early breakfast, we take our places on the ferry ramp to catch the boat
for Dalcahue. A quick shuttle takes you to the Castro airport for your flight back
to Santiago, unless you decide you just can't leave and want to go to Futaleufu
for more fun in "The World's Greatest Playground!" You will have just
experienced in one week what some folks won't experience in a lifetime.

INCLUDED:

All local transportation, shuttles, food and lodging while on your sea kayaking
vacation with us. All kayaks and Chile sea kayaking equipment specified in the
packing list. The actual program for your individual trip will vary according to
the desires and skill level of your group, weather, or other factors.
TRIP OVERVIEW:
Experience Needed: Beginner
Physical Challenge: Low
Cultural Experience: High
Lodging: Lodge, Inn
Comfort Rating: High
Days away from home: 6
Days with us: 4
Max Trip Size: 8
Price: $995.00 USD

